The genetic behavior in transformation reactions of 20 noncapsulated mutants of pneumococcus type III suggests that each has a single-site mutation in the locus controlling the synthesis of uridine diphosphate glucose (UDPG) 
The genetic behavior in transformation reactions of 20 noncapsulated mutants of pneumococcus type III suggests that each has a single-site mutation in the locus controlling the synthesis of uridine diphosphate glucose (UDPG) dehydrogenase. Each strain is capable of yielding transformants of the binary capsular type SI-III when exposed to deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) from type I cells. One additional mutant reacted differently and behaved as if it were a multisite mutant with the mutation affecting both the locus for UDPG dehydrogenase and that controlling the synthesis of high molecular weight type III capsular polysaccharide. When exposed to DNA from type I pneumococci, this strain yielded transformants which were genotypically binary but which expressed only the type I capsular phenotype.
Several noncapsulated mutant strains of pneumococcus derived from cells of capsular type III have been shown deficient in the enzyme uridine diphosphate glucose (UDPG) dehydrogenase and unable, as a result thereof, to oxidize UDPG to UDPGA (2) . The latter compound serves as the donor of the glucuronic acid found in type III capsular polysaccharide (7) . It has been reported (1, 2) Table 2 .
Strain 865, S-II str-r; strain 1071, strain 865, transformed to SI with DNA of strain 820. 5.6 X 10-2 a Frozen competent cells used as recipients. Transformation was carried out in CH medium for 20 min at 32 C and terminated by the addition of deoxyribonuclease.
To determine if the genetic organization of the two capsular genomes in strain S_,11151A was similar to that found in previously described binary strains, strain S_I-str-r was transformed with the DNA of strain S-III15IA. SI transformants only were recovered, and DNA was prepared from one transformant clone, strain 1071. Strains S-_II5 and S-II16 were again used as recipients in transformation reactions with this latter DNA preparation. The results are set forth in Table 3 SIA capsular genome, because it was capable of transforming the same S-_II strains as the DNA of strain S-1_115 to the SIII-N phenotype and genotype. These observations indicate that strain S-III15 carries a multisite mutation in the locus controlling the synthesis of UDPG dehydrogenase and that it carries also an altered gene or genes in the genetic region controlling the enzyme(s) responsible for the synthesis of polymerized type III capsular polysaccharide. In distinction to findings with most of the other S-_II strains, spontaneous reversion to the SIII-N phenotype has never been observed in cultures of strain S-11_15. Although direct evidence is not available, strain S-I1115 probably carries a deletion which affects two or more adjacent cistrons. In this respect, it differs from the other 20 S-_II strains that appear to arise from point mutations in a single cistron.
